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Future Control Room  
context (WP8)

• WP8 investigated the control room decision support that will be

required for the real time operation of the Web-of-Cells, utilising the

observability and control features developed in the project.

• Ensure that the control room operator is provided with the optimal

information of the state of the system and of the possible control actions

to enable taking preventive or corrective actions, in order to maintain or

return the system in safe state of operation.
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Role of the operator –
Research questions

• Given the high level of automation in future power system, how can the

human operator interact with the grid in a meaningful way?

• What is the human operator’s role in the decision making process?

• How can the impact of automation on human cognitive abilities be

suppressed or even used to its advantage?
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Role of the operator
in the WoC

• Within the WoC framework, each cell is managed by an automated Cell Controller (CC),

which is constituted of a set of algorithms for voltage and frequency control.

• The CC is under the

responsibility of a Cell

System Operator (CSO) that

supervises its operation and,

if required, overrides it.

• A CSO oversees one or

multiple CCs, whose

corresponding cells do not

necessarily need to be

adjacent.
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Control room requirements 
and visualization features

• Considering a scenario characterized by a high level of distributed controls, each local

controller, and the corresponding portion of the managed network, is mapped onto the grid

topology and the local controllers’ statuses (stopped/running/warning/alert) are monitored.

• The status of each local controller

displayed to the control room

operator includes simple summary

indicators related to the status of

health of the associated ICT

infrastructure, including cyber

security.
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Control room requirements 
and visualization features

• In the case of controllers with different operational modes automatic adaptive behaviour

depending on the ICT status can be implemented. The control room operator has to be

informed of the currently active mode and is able to override the automatic operational

mode.

• Context aware visualisation screens show only “need to know” information to the

operator during their different activities.

• In the case of alerts, the Control Room

System provides guidance including the root

cause with suggestions of corrective actions

and decisions that can be taken

automatically are proposed to the operator.
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Methodology adopted to 
derive the requirements

• The operator support functions provided in the control room can be divided into three aspects

(situational awareness – SA context):

• SA 1 – System monitoring: operator awareness; can you evaluate what is critical right now?

• SA 2 – Supervisory control and interventions: offer input for operator to adjust system state

• SA 3 – Decision support: help operator identifying the right intervention

• The design of visualization and decision support systems for

supervisory control of increasingly automated systems is a

challenge, as increasing automation does not necessarily

reduce the cognitive effort for operators, and in particular in

critical situations, more automated systems have been reported to

cause a higher strain on an operator’s decision-making capacity.

• In order to define detailed requirements for control room solutions,

the designer thus has to understand what constitutes relevant

information to be presented to the operator. Image taken from 

https://www.samatters.com/technology-can-help-and-

hurt-situational-awareness/
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Methodology adopted to 
derive the requirements

• To characterize these requirements for further technical analysis and design, the main

outcome is the identification and prioritization of this relevant information.

• To be able to formulate this information, however, we need to provide a meaningful

context of description and analysis. A systematic approach to such requirements analysis

for human machine interactions has been developed as Cognitive Systems Engineering.

• A methodology called “cognitive work analysis” (CWA) has been applied: CWA offers

a stepwise methodology for systematically identifying and constructing a knowledge

context in which this relevant information can be described.

• Originated from the nuclear industry, CWA applications have taken place in a wide range of

different domains, including naval, military, aviation, driving, and health care domains.
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CWA steps

1. The work domain –

purpose and structure of the 

system being controlled

2. Activity or control task 

analysis – what needs to be 

done in the work domain

3. Mental strategies – the 

mechanisms by which control 

tasks can be achieved

4. Social organisation –

who carries out the work and 

how it is shared

5. Worker competencies – the 

set of constraints associated 

with the workers themselves
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Step 1 – the work domain

• Step 1: A decomposition of the work domain has been formulated by specifying the required 

control structures and functions for the Web-of-Cells concept in both abstract form (High-

level use cases) and more detailed technical form (Detailed use cases).

• Next step: define control room scenarios

A. Restoration of transmission capacity during renewable energy production forecast error 

B. Transient Stability Preventive Control 

C. Small signal stability - local and inter-area oscillations 

D. Inter-cell loop flows 

E. Parameterization error detection of inverter-based DER 

F. Normal operation until frequency collapse due to lack of system inertia

G. Unintentional islanding event in a single-tied cell 

H. Proactive operation of the post-primary voltage control 

I. Restoration of frequency after a single frequency excursion event 
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Step 1 – the work domain

• Web of cell control room 

(supervise system complexity)

• Aggregated and complex 

information (system state and 

control actions for decision support)

• Use cases defined in 

WP3&4 (defined and precise 

cases)

Balance 

(frequency)

use cases

Voltage

use cases

• Control room Scenarios (providing a 

context for defining control room solutions)
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Step 2 to 4 (from control 
task to mental strategies)  

To address Step 2 of the CWA methodology (control task analysis), critical operation scenarios, 

defined “Control Room Scenarios” have been analysed in a detail way. 

The elements identified in each scenario are listed below and can be related to CWA and situational 

awareness (SA) contexts:

1. control room scenario name;

2. network layout; initial conditions and schedule (domain context)

3. categorization of scenario (characterization of scenario assumptions)

4. involved operators and coordination among operators (social context)

5. triggering event (starting point of an event sequence; trigger in decision ladder) 

6. relevant physical and operational constraints (interpretation and prioritization of system state; information analysis / 

comprehension)

7. initially/automatically affected control loops (use cases; automatic response/automation)

8. Grid visualization (context representation/ information acquisition)

9. operator 1st task - awareness of system change of state and operating state (SA - situational awareness)

10.operator 2nd task - decision/action (Level 2 SA with decision & action)

11.operator 3rd task - optimization (Level 3 SA; operator cooperation with decision support system)

12. relevant analytics (e.g. available control capacity from flexibility resources)
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Step 2 to 4 (from control 
task to mental strategies)  

• In the control room scenario sequence diagram, where the control tasks were analysed in

terms of a sequence analysis, accounting both for required decisions and analytics and

the required information exchange.

• This control scenario (control task)

analysis is further deepened by a

sequence analysis that includes both

operator and control system information

and decision flows.

• Such annotated sequence diagram

addresses aspects of Steps 3 and 4 in

the CWA methodology outlined.
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Visualization strategy

• Does the cell operator need to continuously view all the details of what is going on 

their own cell or just the general status of the cell (e.g. the n-1 is verified, frequency and 

all voltages are within limits) in case nothing is wrong, and only “need to know” information 

in case something is not right?

• Show “Need to know” Information at different CTLs

• “One glance” signaling of grid condition:

• Response Power / Balance Power / Power Flow

• Green / Yellow / Red
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High Level / Low Level 
visualization

For the high-level view of the WoC, the required mandatory information is:

• The geographical map of the controlled network;

• Cells’ current status (actual load and generation, frequency and its rate of change);

• Status of cells’ reserves (generation and storage); and,

• Tie lines power exchange.

In a detailed view of each cell, the following information is considered as mandatory:

• Single line diagram of the network;

• Line currents and power flows, and bus voltages;

• Tie lines currents and power exchange;

• Current status and reserves of neighbouring cells; and

• ICT network topology, the status of ICT components and of communication services
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Visualization strategy –
3-cell @SYSLAB

• It shows the inter-cell view for the SYSLAB 

simulation model using an improved graphical 

user interface (GUI) compared to the earlier 

visualization.

• The GUI now allows to view in a text box all 

data associated with the displayed elements 

after selecting them.

• Of more relevance to the test case is the 

graphical balance overview in form of a pie 

chart, which gives the operator immediate 

feedback on the current power (im)balances. 
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 FCC+BRC

 Conducted in SYSLAB

 Diesel generator (48 kW), 

battery (±15 kW), 3 loads, 

Flexhouse, 3 PVs, 2 wind 

turbines, EV

 Controllers fully distributed

 Link to video (next slide)

Visualization strategy –
3-cell @SYSLAB
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Visualization strategy –
3-cell @SYSLAB
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Conclusions 1/2

• Control room scenarios for deriving new future control functionality in the Web-of-

Cells framework have been introduced and analysed to derive concrete visualization 

requirements for operator support for a Web-of-Cells based grid operation.

• In view of the ELECTRA WoC concept, the operator task is to supervise a highly automated 

power system where there must be the possibility and the capacity to intervene if necessary. 

• The operator support functions provided in the control room have been divided into 

three aspects:

•System monitoring: operator situational awareness; evaluation of what is critical right now

•Supervisory control and interventions: offer input for operators to adjust system state

•Decision support: help operators identifying the right intervention
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Conclusions 2/2

• A systematic approach to such requirements analysis for human machine

interactions has been developed as Cognitive Systems Engineering.

• On this background, an analysis methodology called “cognitive work analysis” (CWA) has

been applied, which offers a stepwise methodology for systematically identifying and

constructing a knowledge context in which this relevant information have been described.

• Synthetic cell information is displayed on each cell and the operator can zoom in

each cell for further details. Different layer of visualizations, depending on the level of

interest (inter-cell, intra-cell, device) are shown and examples given, based on the grid used

for the experiments and analytical simulations.
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